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Guiding the Tip of the Spear

Special Reconnaissance
Surveillance and Exploitation
“Guiding The Tip Of The Spear”
Processing, Exploitation, Dissemination (PED)

• Decrease Cost
  – OSD(I) Guidance: Build Once, Use Many
    • Greater DI2E Framework Enterprise
    • DOD Webservice Factory And Application Storefront
  – Partner With Other DCGS Family Of Systems And Combat Support Agencies
  – Partner With Other SORDAC Program Of Records
    • Especially PEO C4 As They Are The Infrastructure Layer For DCGS-SOF
  – Optimize Licensing Models

• Increase Performance
  – Automated PED Tools
  – Common Data Standards
  – Sensor Output Standards
    • e.g. Open Geospatial Consortium
Questions?